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Page references followed by fi g indicate an illustrated fi gure; followed by t indicate a table.

A

Accelerating Your Development as a Leader 
(Barner), 105

Accountability: building commitment 
barrier of vague, 134; clarify cross-cultural 
team members’ roles and, 230; effective 
boundary management as promoting, 
157; establish ground rules for virtual 
team members, 189–191; Real-Time 
Implementation Planning tool to build, 35, 
366–368; team action plan clarifying areas 
of, 35; Team Alignment Pyramid tool to 
build, 55

Action planning: Action Planning Chart 
tool for, 35; description of, 13, 32; fi ve 
steps for process of, 33, 35–36; follow-up 
meeting questions regarding process of, 
37; how to facilitate, 32–33; matching 
team-building tool for, 42t; Preventive and 

Corrective Action Plans tool for, 
122, 361; tools available for, 35; 
understanding differences between 
intention and action, 34t. See also Team 
action plans

Action Planning Chart tool: description 
of, 244; instructions and example of, 
244–245; used with Real-Time 
Implementation Planning, 367; suggestions 
for when to use, 35

Actions: regaining momentum, 212–216; 
supporting building commitment, 
139–149; supporting cross-cultural 
teaming, 234–238; supporting future 
vision, 57–61; supporting mutual trust 
and collaboration, 91–105; supporting 
team innovation, 72–77; supporting 
working virtually, 181–198; supportive of 
overcoming setbacks, 207–216
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Afghan National Army Leadership 
Development case study, 445–446fi g

After Action Reviews (AAR) tool: additional 
reading on, 249; advantages of completing, 
246–247; description of, 246; how to 
conduct an, 248; suggestions for when to 
use, 118, 149, 207, 210

Alban, B. T., 89
Alignment: clarifying future direction for 

stakeholder, 54; of goals and expectations, 
91–93; Goals-Values Matrix tool for, 299; 
mutual trust and collaboration derailed by 
lack of, 84–85; pursued on an incremental 
basis, 102; Team Alignment Pyramid tool 
for, 55, 93, 181, 184, 229

Alternative Communication Options tool: 
instructions for using, 251; options for 
using, 250; suggestions for when to 
use, 186

American Management Association 
(AMA), 104

“Analysis paralysis,” 31
Antagonistic communication, 154–155
Anxiety: defi nition of, 109; differentiating 

between fear and, 109–110
Apple, 61
Appreciative inquiry: International 

Organizational Collaboration course 
on, 235; team-building concepts taken 
from, 6

Assessing team-building needs: After Action 
Reviews tool for, 118, 149, 207, 210, 
246–248; assessing the damage, 207–209; 
comparative advantages of three approaches 
to, 19fi g; framing the team’s needs, 18–20; 
as key to successful team building, 8; 
looking beneath the surface for, 20–24; 
matching team-building tool for, 42t; 
Opportunities Assessment tool for, 71, 
122, 123, 352–353; selecting assessment 
approach, 18, 19fi g; soliciting outside 
input on, 24; Team Building Assessment 
Questionnaire tool for, 8, 43, 55, 56, 229, 
370, 398–400; Threats Analysis tool for, 97, 
122, 123, 145, 427–428

Asynchronous Work Spaces tool: general 
advantages of using, 254; intercultural 
advantages of using, 254–255; overview of, 
252–254; suggestions for when to use, 93, 
192; tools and resources for, 255–256

B

Baby & Bathwater Technique tool: description 
and instructions for using, 257–258; 
suggestions for when to use, 103

The Back of the Napkin: Solving Problems and 
Selling Ideas with Pictures (Roam), 234

Balanced participation, 25–28
Barner, R. W., 3, 60, 99, 110, 123, 168, 233, 

237, 259
Behavior: Block Team Behaviors instrument 

to measure, 440; confl ict-prone, 104–105; 
“entrenched bunkers,” 110; separating 
intentions from, 164; stress due to 
communication style, 214; Supporting Team 
Behaviors instrument to measure, 439. See 
also Confl icts

Belfast/Good Friday Agreement, 364–365
Best practice reviews, 75–77
Blaming, 201–202
“Blended” organizations, 152–153
Blocker stakeholders, 168–169
Blocking Team Behaviors instrument, 440
Blurred boundaries, 156–157
Bonding experiences, 197–198
Booysen, L., 225
Boundary management: changes that can 

impact, 151–153; of customer- and 
stakeholder-related boundaries, 153–154; 
how to initiate team-building session on 
topic of, 158–162; how to tell when it 
is a challenge, 154–157; opportunities 
embedded in challenge of, 157–158; 
supportive actions for, 162–169. See also 
Organizations

Boundary management actions: conduct 
diplomatic exchange, 168; construct 
service-level agreements, 166–167; educate 
others about your team’s organization, 162; 
focus on superordinate goals, 163–164; 
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identify your key stakeholders, 168–169; 
improve underlying work processes, 163; 
separate behavior from intentions, 164; 
stay out of line of fi re, 165; tear down the 
walls, 165–166; use your best negotiators, 
167–168

Boundary management challenges: blurred 
boundaries as, 156–157; confl icting goals 
as, 155–156; ineffective work processes 
as, 156; interteam confl ict escalation as, 
155; restricted or antagonistic forms of 
communication as, 154–155

Brainstorming session, 72–73
Building commitment: challenge of, 42, 

131–132; how to tell when this is a 
challenge, 132–135; initiating a team-
building session on topic of, 137–138; 
opportunities embedded in challenge of, 
135–137; supportive actions for, 139–149. 
See also Commitment

Building commitment actions: clearly 
communicate team commitments, 
142–143; create a team scorecard, 
139–141; draw out others’ concerns and 
reservations, 141–142; follow up to ensure 
success, 145–149; help team visualize their 
desired future, 139; identify commitment 
challenges in advance, 145; identifying 
commitment gaps, 143–144

Building commitment challenges: dissatisfi ed 
customers as, 133–134; focus on activities 
instead of results as, 132–133; moving 
targets and slipped commitments as, 133; 
nasty surprises as, 135; safe bets as, 135; 
vague accountabilities as, 134

Bunker, B. B., 89

C

Cady, S., 89
Cain, M., 196
Carlson, R., 215
Carsten, M. K., 204
Cartoons in Confl ict Exhibition and Dialogue 

Series, 317
Censorship, 65

Center for Creative Leadership (CCL), 
104–105

Central Desktop, 255
Change: direct application is required for 

true, 8–9; failing to understand the ripple 
effects of, 113–114; identifying industry-
wide trends and, 58–59; ignorance of the 
mechanics of, 112–113; learn to identify 
signs of organizational, 124–125; potential 
long-term effects of, 125; slow or poorly 
coordinated responses to, 111. See also 
Resistance to change

Change Analysis Chart tool: description of, 
259; example and instructions for using, 
259–260; suggestions for when to use, 125

Change Events Technique tool: description 
of, 261; instructions and example of, 
261–262; suggestions for when to use, 71, 
117, 123

The Change Handbook: The Defi nitive Resource 
on Today’s Best Methods for Engaging Whole 
Systems (2nd Edition) [Holman, Devane, 
and Cady], 89, 236

Change management: different approaches 
to, 108–109; how to tell when this is a 
challenge, 109–115; initiating a team-
building session on topic of, 117–119; 
opportunities embedded in challenge of, 
115–117; supportive actions for, 119–129; 
team-building challenge of managing, 40

Change management actions: avoid 
creating unnecessary stress, 122–123; 
consider potential long-term effects of 
change, 125; create an early warning 
system, 119–120; expose your team to 
other points of view, 121; implement 
a thorough troubleshooting process, 
121–122; learn from others who have been 
there, 123–124; learn to identify signs of 
organizational change, 124–125; lower 
resistance to change, 125–129; making the 
unknown manageable, 123

Change management challenges: anxiety 
about the unknown future as, 109–110; 
defensive attachment to the past as, 
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112; failure to understand the ripple 
effects of change, 113–114; ignorance of 
the mechanics of change as, 112–113; 
information vacuums as, 110–111; lack of 
foresight and denial as, 110; no external 
sensing array as, 114; resistance to new 
information as, 115; slow or poorly 
coordinated responses to change as, 111; 
static planning as, 115; victim mentality as, 
114–115

Change Management Grid tool: overview and 
example of the, 263–264; suggestions for 
when to use, 117, 123

Change managers: different approaches to 
teams by, 108–109; how to take supportive 
actions, 119–129; importance of becoming 
a competent, 107; initiating a team-
building session on managing change, 
117–119

Chatter, 358
Chekhov, A., 434
Clarifying future direction: how to 

identify this as a challenge, 50–52; 
importance of, 40, 49–50; initiating a 
team-building session on topic of, 55–57; 
opportunities embedded in challenge of, 
52–54; supportive actions to establish, 
57–61

Clarifying future direction actions: help your 
team construct a vision summary, 59–60; 
identify industry-wide trends and changes, 
58–59; scan the horizon, 57–58; set clear 
priorities for action, 60–61

Clarifying future direction issues: change 
resistance, 51; diffused efforts, 51–52; 
failure to see the big picture, 50; 
organizational uncertainty, 50–51; 
passivity, 52

Clarifying future direction opportunities: 
developing “next-level thinking,” 53–54; 
increased resilience, 53; stakeholder 
alignment, 54; stronger engagement, 
52–53; timely midcourse corrections, 54

Cliques, 83–84
Clorox Connects (Clorox), 195

Closing the Gap Chart tool: instructions for 
using, 265; suggestions for when to use, 
209, 211

Coaching: to confl ict-prone individuals, 
104–105; using team-building meetings as 
opportunity for, 158–159

Collaboration: applying cross-cultural 
methods for, 234–236; facilitating, 
302–304; Goals-Values Matrix tool for, 61, 
93, 299–304; how confl ict impacts, 79–81; 
initiating a team-building session on, 
89–91; shifting from confl ict management 
to, 5–6; supportive actions for, 91–105; 
team-building challenge of establishing, 40; 
team leader’s role in supporting, 81–82

Collaboration actions: act immediately to 
control confl ict, 101–102; ask participants 
to refl ect on each others’ strengths, 94; 
build trust by increasing transparency, 
95–96; create opportunities for sharing 
feedback, 97–98; discuss need for support 
and assistance, 93–94; encourage members 
to understand each other’s perspectives, 
97; establish ground rules for managing 
confl icts, 99–101; gain alignment on 
goals and expectations, 91–93; identify 
communication hot spots, 96–97; provide 
coaching for confl ict-prone individuals, 
104–105; recall collaborative successes, 95; 
take steps to manage and contain confl icts, 
102–104; use maps and metaphors, 98–99

Collaboration challenges: ambiguous roles 
and responsibilities as, 85; different 
communication styles as, 86–87; formation 
of cliques as, 83–84; use of intimidation 
and manipulation as, 87; lack of alignment 
on goals and priorities as, 84–85; lack of 
collaboration and confl ict management 
skills as, 85–86; limited accessibility as, 
84; missed opportunities as, 82–83; self-
imposed isolation and communication 
breakdowns as, 83

Commitment: capturing team member, 
16–17; clearly communicating team, 
142–143; difference between vague versus 
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clear statements on, 144t; identifying gaps 
in, 143–144; One-to-Ten Technique tool 
to gauge levels of, 32, 43, 103, 142, 351; 
to stay through entire session, 16; Team 
Commitment Audit tool on, 32, 103, 137, 
143. See also Building commitment

Communication cues: the degree to which 
we attend to context of, 219; examining 
cultural differences in interpretation of, 
218–219; “extended silence,” 218; how we 
make decisions based on, 221–222; how 
we view power differences related to, 220; 
how we view time related to, 220–221

Communication issues: communicating team 
commitments, 142–143, 144t; establishing 
ground rules for cross-cultural teams, 231; 
graphic representations to communicate, 
74; “hit-and-runs” e-mail messages, 190; 
identifying hot spots, 96–97; Kill the Critic 
Exercise tool for, 73, 329–330; language 
accommodations, 227, 234; using maps 
and metaphors, 98–99; Mix and Max tool 
to encourage conversation, 44, 97, 99, 
206, 338–345; restricted or antagonistic 
communication, 154–155; “share the 
pain” communication, 185; virtual team, 
174–176, 185–189. See also Dialogue; 
Feedback

Communication styles: confl ict due to 
differences in, 86–87; stress due to specifi c 
types of, 214

Community Dialogue: case studies of, 
316–318; The Consultative Group on the 
Past document by, 365; description of, 313; 
From Past to Future: The Saville Inquiry and 
Beyond document by, 365; ground rules 
and guidelines for dialogue, 314–315; 
“One Small Step” (song) on, 319; questions 
used during dialogues by, 313–314; 
Summary of the Belfast/Good Friday 
Agreement leafl et by, 364–365; website of, 
318. See also Dialogue

Community Dialogue case studies: among 
different groups, 317–318; attitudinal 
and cultural change, 317; cross-border, 

316–317; cross-community, 316; outreach 
cases, 318

Competencies: change manager, 107; 
developing cross-cultural, 236–237; 
required for Traffi c Light Technique tool, 
430; Scenario Forecast and Executive 
Competencies tool, 381–382

Confl ict escalation, 155
Confl ict management: act immediately for, 

101–102; breaking down issues into parts 
for, 103; collaboration derailed by lack of 
skills for, 85–86; conducting diplomatic 
exchange, 168; establish ground rules for, 
99–101; Relationship Map tool to help 
with, 159, 230, 374–376; shifting to 
collaboration from, 5–6; staying out of 
the line of fi re, 165; take steps to contain 
confl ict and for, 102–104; team goal for 
effective, 80

Confl ict-prone individuals, 104–105
Confl icts: act immediately to control, 

101–102; Cartoons in Confl ict Exhibition 
and Dialogue Series, 317; how mutual 
trust and collaboration are impacted by, 
79–81, 85–86; putting disagreements in 
context, 102–103; take steps to manage 
and contain, 102–104; verbal and 
nonverbal clues of imminent, 86. See also 
Behavior

Consequences for mistakes, 65
The Consultative Group on the Past document, 

365
Cooperrider, D., 6
Creative thinking, setting the stage for, 72
Creative Whack Pack tool: description and 

instructions for using, 266; different ways 
to apply, 266–267; suggestions for when to 
use, 74, 211

Cross-cultural team-building actions: apply 
cross-cultural collaboration methods, 
234–236; decide on how to decide, 
237–238; develop cross-cultural 
competencies, 236–237; language 
accommodations, 227, 234; make language 
accommodations, 234
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Cross-cultural team-building session: conduct 
a pre-meeting social event, 228; exploring 
team’s task issues, 229–230; exploring the 
team’s process issues, 230–234; planning 
for the, 226–228

Cross-cultural team process issues: establish 
ground rules supporting communications, 
231; explore process support issues, 
233–234; map cultural values, 231–232; 
work through mock scenarios, 232–233

Cross-cultural team task issues: clarify team 
members’ roles and accountabilities, 
230; clarify team’s mission and charter, 
229–230; identify critical stakeholder 
issues, 230; review organizational factors 
that spurred team creation, 229

Cross-cultural teaming: how to initiate 
team-building session on topic of, 
226–228; how to tell when this is a 
challenge, 222–225; how we interpret 
communication cues during, 218–222; 
importance of dealing with, 43, 217–218; 
opportunities embedded in challenge of, 
225–226; organizational fault lines in, 225, 
238; supportive actions for, 234–238. See 
also Diversity; Virtual teams

Cross-cultural teaming actions: apply cross-
cultural collaboration methods, 234–236; 
decide on how to decide, 237–238; develop 
cross-cultural competencies, 236–237; 
make language accommodations, 234; 
manage organizational fault lines, 238

Cross-cultural teaming challenges: global 
team structures as, 222–223; lack of 
cross-cultural experience as, 223–224; 
opportunities embedded in, 225–226; 
organizational fault lines as, 225; us versus 
them talk as, 224–225

Crossing the Minefi eld (Barner), 110
CSC India, 196
Cultural differences: being sensitive to 

diversity of, 44–45; high-power versus low-
power distance, 220; in how decisions are 
made, 221–222, 237–238; interpretation 
of communication cues and, 218–222; 

low-context versus high-context cultures, 
219; managing team members, 43; map 
cultural values to examine, 231–232; time 
orientation and attitudes, 220–221. See also 
Diversity

CultureGPS Lite, 237
CultureGPS Professional, 237
Culture’s Consequences: Comparing Values, 

Behaviors, Institutions, and Organizations 
Across Nations (Hofstede), 220

Customer Assessment Matrix tool: description 
and instructions for using, 268–270; 
suggestions for when to use, 117, 160

Customer Relationship Audit tool: description 
and instructions for using, 271–272; 
example of the, 272–273

Customer Requirements Rating Table tool: 
description of the, 274; instructions and 
examples of, 274–277; suggestions for 
when to use, 160

Customer Satisfaction/Importance Matrix tool: 
description and example of, 278–279; 
how to interpret results of the, 279–280; 
suggestions for when to use, 61, 160, 185, 
230

Customers: building commitment barrier of 
dissatisfi ed, 133–134; leading discussion 
on meeting expectations of, 160–161; 
Listening Post Chart tool to address 
needs of, 120, 162, 331–332; managing 
boundary issues with, 153–154; service-
level agreements with internal, 166–167; 
team scorecard input by, 140–141; vague 
accountability made to, 134

D

The Dark Tower case study, 99
Decision making: cultural differences in 

process of, 221–222, 237–238; decide how 
to decide to accommodate cross-cultural, 
237–238; Decision Matrix tool for, 31, 
43, 44, 206, 238; saving key decisions 
for low-stress periods, 215–216; Team 
Decision Matrix tool for, 61; Team Decision 
Style Chart tool for, 404–405; Traffi c Light 
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Technique tool for, 23, 32, 163, 227, 
429–433; transparency during, 95–96. See 
also Problem solving

Decision Matrix tool: description, 
instructions, and example of, 281–282; 
used with Real-Time Implementation 
Planning, 367; suggestions for when to use, 
31, 43, 44, 206, 238

Devane, T., 89
Dialogue: defi nition of, 313; guidelines and 

questions for engaging, 313–319. See 
also Communication issues; Community 
Dialogue

Dilbert cartoons, 59
Diplomatic exchange, 168
Diversity: being sensitive to cultural 

differences and, 43, 44–45; of virtual team 
members, 177–178. See also Cross-cultural 
teaming; Cultural differences

Don’t Sweat the Small Stuff—and It’s All Small 
Stuff (Carlson), 215

E

Early Warning Chart tool: example of, 
285; instructions for using, 283–284; 
suggestions for when to use, 120, 125

Early warning systems: change management 
by creating, 119–120; for identifying signs 
of organizational change, 124–125; tools 
available for creating, 120, 125

Economic Times, 195
Effective Virtual New Product Development 

Teams: An Integrated Framework, 178
Empathy, 97
Entrenched bunkers, 110
Entrenched teams, 108
“Extended silence,” 218

F

Facebook, 68, 77
FaceTime, 358
Facilitating Cultural Teams: A Practical Guide 

(Hogan), 231, 234
Facilitation process: action planning and 

follow-up, 26fi g, 32–38; assessing 

team-building needs, 18–24; for 
building commitment, 42, 131–149; 
clarifying future direction, 40, 49–61; 
for collaboration session, 302–304; 
establishing mutual trust and collaboration, 
40, 79–105; fostering team innovation, 
63–77; implementing the team-building 
session, 25–32; managing change, 40, 
107–129; managing cross-cultural teaming, 
43–45, 217–238; managing organizational 
boundaries, 42, 151–169; Mix and Max 
tool, 339–344; New Team Assimilation (or 
“Getting Naked”) session, 297; overcoming 
setbacks, 43, 199–216; planning the, 
17–18; selecting team-building tools by 
stages in the, 40; selecting team-building 
tools by team-building needs, 40, 42–43; 
for working virtually, 43, 171–198. See also 
The Tool Kit

Facilitators: capturing commitment from 
team members, 16–17; posing questions 
to overcome “analysis paralysis,” 31; team 
building role of, 15–16; “team facilitator as 
hero” belief by, 26

Fear: defi nition of, 109; differentiating 
between anxiety and, 109–110

Feedback: Follow-Up Team Building 
Questionnaire tool for, 286–287; how to 
give team, 438–441; opportunities for 
sharing, 97–98, 105; risks of, 437–438; 
ten reasons for communicating honestly 
for, 436–437; 360-degree surveys, 105; 
Turnaround Feedback tool for, 45, 98, 
434–441. See also Communication issues

Follow-up sessions: asking questions on team 
dynamics, 37; asking questions related to 
action planning process, 37; description 
of, 36–37; to ensure commitment success, 
145–149; facilitating the, 36–38; Follow-
Up Team Building Questionnaire tool 
for, 286–288; general guidelines for 
conducting, 38; matching team-building 
tool for, 42t

Follow-Up Team Building Questionnaire tool: 
description and open-ended questions of, 
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286; three implementation options for 
using, 286–288

Forecast Grid tool: description, instructions, 
and example of, 289–290; suggestions for 
when to use, 125

Forecast Guide tool: description of, 291; 
example and instructions for using, 
291–292

FreeMind, 255
From Past to Future: The Saville Inquiry and 

Beyond (Community Dialogue), 365
Full Catastrophe Living (Kabat-Zinn), 215
Future direction. See Clarifying future 

direction
Future Search, 235

G

Gallery Technique tool: description and 
instructions for using, 293–294; engaging 
team members by using, 311; Follow-
Up Team Building Questionnaire using 
modifi ed version of, 287–288; suggestions 
for when to use, 30, 44, 73, 97, 142, 227

Gartner, Inc., 196
“Getting Naked” (or New Team Assimilation) 

session: agenda for, 296–298; overview of 
the, 295–296; related to Needs Checklists, 
347

Global team structures, 222–223
Global Virtual Teams for Value Creation and 

Project Success: A Case Study, 178
Goals: boundary management by focusing 

on superordinate, 163–164; boundary 
management challenge of confl icting, 
155–156; clarify virtual team, 184–185; 
effective confl ict management, 80; gaining 
alignment of expectations and, 91–93; 
Goals-Values Matrix tool to identify, 61, 93, 
299–304; mutual trust and collaboration 
derailed by misaligned, 84–85. See also 
Priorities

Goals-Values Matrix tool: collaboration using 
framework of, 299–304; illustration of the, 
301fi g; suggestions for when to use, 61, 93

Google, 68

Graphic representations, 74
Group Brainwriting and Electronic 

Brainstorming tool: additional reading on 
using, 307; description and instructions for 
using, 305–306; engaging team members 
by using, 311; suggestions for when to use, 
44, 73, 227

Group Interaction Matrix tool: description and 
instructions on using, 308–310; example 
of, 310; suggestions for when to use, 160, 
230

Group participation, 25–28
Group Work Spaces, 255
Guide for Balancing Participation tool: for 

drawing out team members, 311–312; to 
rein in team members, 312; suggestions for 
when to use, 27

Guidelines and Questions for Engaging 
Dialogue tool: Community Dialogue case 
studies, 316–318, 364; importance of 
ground rules and guidelines, 314–315; 
“One Small Step” (song), 319; questions 
used during dialogues by, 313–314; 
suggestions for when to use, 91, 117

Gupte, S., 295

H

Hall, E., 219
Hall, M., 219
The Handbook of Large Group Methods: 

Creating Systemic Change in Organizations 
and Communities (Bunker and Alban), 89, 
236

Hannum, K., 225
Harvard Business Review, 195
Heliotropic principal, 6
High-context cultures, 219
High-power cultures, 220
High-UA (uncertainty avoidance) 

cultures, 221
“Hit-and-runs,” 190
Hofstede, G., 220, 221
Holman, P., 89
“How India Inc Uses Social Networking for 

Business” (Economic Times), 196
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How to Accelerate Your Development as a 
Leader (Barner), 237

Human Due Diligence Audit tool: advantages 
of conducting, 320–321; instructions on 
how to complete, 322–324; questions 
addressed during, 321–322; suggestions for 
when to use, 185

I

IBM Connections, 358
Idea Rotation tool: description of hypothetical 

case of using, 325–328; purpose, intended 
aims, and outcomes of, 325; suggestions 
for when to use, 73, 97

Ideas: categories for placing session 
discussion, 31–32; ThoughtOffi ce tool for 
organizing, 74, 426; Tool Kit techniques 
used to evaluate, 32. See also Information

Ideus, K., 299
iMindmap5, 337
Industry-wide trends, 58–59
Ineffective work processes, 156
Information: isolation causing information 

vacuum, 110–111; resistance to new, 115. 
See also Ideas

Information technology (IT): electronic tools 
to maximize virtual team effi ciency, 191–
192; internal social networking operating 
within fi rewall of, 195; providing support 
to cross-cultural virtual teams, 233–234; 
virtual team accountability and role of, 191

Innovative thinking: facilitation of, 26fi g, 
28–30; team-building challenge of 
fostering, 40. See also Team innovation

Intentions: separating behavior from, 164; 
understanding differences between action 
and, 34t

International Organizational Collaboration 
(SMU course), 89, 235

Interteam confl ict escalation, 155
Intimidation, 87
Isolation: as barrier to team innovation, 66; 

collaboration derailed by self-imposed, 83; 
information vacuums due to, 110–111

ITIM International, 237

J

Janebrant, J., 325
Jobs, S., 61

K

Kabat-Zinn, J., 215
Kayes, D. C., 236
Kill the Critic Exercise tool: changing team 

communication habits using, 329; 
instructions for conducting, 329–330; 
suggestions for when to use, 73

“Kitchen sink” syndrome, 102
Knowledge capture systems, 196

L

Language accommodations, 227, 234
Leading Across Cultures (Hannum, McFeeters, 

and Booysen), 225
Learned Helplessness: A Theory for the Age of 

Personal Control (Peterson, Maier, and 
Seligman), 204

Learned Optimism (Seligman), 204
Lifeboat Strategies: How to Keep Your Career 

Above Water During Tough Times...or Any 
Time (Barner), 123

LinkedIn, 68, 77, 194
Listening Post Chart tool: addressing 

customers’ changing needs using, 331; 
instructions and example of, 331–332; 
suggestions for when to use, 120, 162

Low-context cultures, 219
Low-power cultures, 220
Low-UA (uncertainty avoidance) cultures, 

222

M

Majchrzak, A., 184
Malhotra, A., 184
Managing Product/Process Knowledge in 

the Concurrent/Simultaneous Enterprise 
Environment, 178

Manipulation, 87
Maps, 98–99
Massoud, A. S., 445
McFeeters, B., 225
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“Meeting in a box” format, 96
Metaphors, 98–99
Microanalysis Technique tool: creativity 

facilitated by, 333; instructions and 
example of, 333–334; suggestions for when 
to use, 74, 103

Microsoft Project, 192
Midcourse corrections, 54
MiL Institute, 389
Mind maps: FreeMind, 255; MindMeister, 255
Mind Maps tool: description of, 335; software 

packages that can be used for, 337; 
suggestions for when to use, 74, 117, 206, 
207, 229; variations in creating mind maps 
using, 335–337

Mindfulness for Beginners (Kabat-Zinn), 215
MindManager, 337
MindMeister, 255
Mix and Max tool: additional reading for, 

344–345; case study on using, 344; 
description of, 338; instructions for using, 
339–344; suggestions for when to use, 44, 
97, 99, 206

Monochromic time orientation, 221
Multivoting Technique tool: creating 

mind maps using version of, 335–336; 
description and instructions for using, 346; 
suggestions for when to use, 30, 56, 118, 
162, 227, 238

Mutual trust: how confl ict impacts, 79–81; 
importance of building, 79–82; initiating a 
team-building session on, 89–91; as key to 
team success, 295; opportunities embedded 
in challenge of, 87–89; supportive actions 
for, 91–105; team-building challenge of 
establishing, 40

Mutual trust actions: act immediately to 
control confl ict, 101–102; ask participants 
to refl ect on each others’ strengths, 94; 
build trust by increasing transparency, 
95–96; create opportunities for sharing 
feedback, 97–98; discuss need for support 
and assistance, 93–94; encourage members 
to understand each other’s perspectives, 
97; establish ground rules for managing 

confl icts, 99–101; gain alignment on 
goals and expectations, 91–93; identify 
communication hot spots, 96–97; provide 
coaching for confl ict-prone individuals, 
104–105; recall collaborative successes, 95; 
take steps to manage and contain confl icts, 
102–104; use maps and metaphors, 98–99

Mutual trust challenges: ambiguous roles 
and responsibilities as, 85; different 
communication styles as, 86–87; formation 
of cliques as, 83–84; use of intimidation 
and manipulation as, 87; lack of alignment 
of goals and priorities as, 84–85; lack 
of collaboration/confl ict management 
skills as, 85–86; limited accessibility as, 
84; missed opportunities as, 82–83; self-
imposed isolation and communication 
breakdowns as, 83

N

Needs Checklists for Team Members and Team 
Leaders tool: description and function of, 
347; example of, 348–349; guidelines for 
using, 347–348; suggestions for when to 
use, 94

Negotiators: building negotiation base with 
review of issues, 128; managing boundaries 
by using your best, 167–168

New Team Assimilation (or “Getting Naked”) 
session: agenda of, 296–298; overview of the, 
295–296; related to Needs Checklists, 347

“Next-level thinking,” 53–54
Nominal Group Technique tool: description 

and instructions for using, 350; engaging 
team members by using, 311; suggestions 
for when to use, 44, 142, 227

Northern Ireland Community of Refugees 
and Asylum Seekers (NICRAS), 318

“Not invented here” syndrome, 64–65

O

“One Small Step” (song), 319
One-to-Ten Technique tool: description and 

instructions for using, 351; suggestions for 
when to use, 32, 43, 103, 142
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O’Neil, J., 313, 364
Online Facilitator’s Guide, Team Building 

Assessment Questionnaire download from, 
370

Open Space Technology, 88, 235
Opportunities Assessment tool: description, 

instructions, and example of, 352–353; 
suggestions for when to use, 71, 122, 123

Opportunities/Threats Matrix tool: example 
of, 355; instructions for using, 354, 
356; potential threats and opportunities 
identifi ed in, 354; suggestions for when to 
use, 206

Organizational fault lines, 225, 238
Organizational Social Networking tool: 

common applications of, 357–358; 
description of, 357; suggestions for when 
to use, 77, 182, 197

Organizational uncertainty, 50–51
Organizations: boundary tensions of 

“blended,” 152–153; early warning systems 
for, 119–120, 124–125; education others 
about your team’s, 162; internal social 
networks of, 194–197; learn to identify 
signs of change in, 124–125. See also 
Boundary management

Overcoming Barriers to Knowledge Sharing in 
Virtual Teams, 178

Overcoming setbacks: challenge of, 43, 
199–200; how to tell when this is a 
challenge, 200–203; initiating team-
building session on topic of, 204–207; 
opportunities embedded in challenge of, 
203–204; plan to anticipate and meet 
future setbacks, 207; supportive actions for, 
207–216. See also Problem solving

Overcoming setbacks actions: act to regain 
momentum, 211–216; agree on how to 
discuss setback outside the team, 210; 
assess the damage, 207–209; place the 
setback in context of success, 209; position 
setback as learning experience, 210–211; 
temporarily suspend limitations, 211

Overcoming setbacks challenges: focusing on 
blame instead of solutions as, 201–202; 

preoccupation on the past as, 202–203; 
risk avoidance as, 200–201; short-term 
perspective as, 203

P

The Parents’ Circle, Families Forum, 317
Passive stakeholders, 168–169
Passivity (team members), 52
Patera, J. L., 204
PersonalBrain, 337
Planning. See Action planning; Team-building 

planning
Plus/Delta Technique tool: description of, 

359; instructions for using, 359–360; 
suggestions for when to use, 31, 103, 238

Polychromic time orientation, 221
Power distance, 220
Preemptive teams, 108–109
Preventive and Corrective Action Plans 

tool: description and examples of, 361; 
suggestions for when to use, 122

Priorities: clarifying future direction by 
setting clear, 60–61; mutual trust and 
collaboration derailed by misaligned, 
84–85. See also Goals

Proactive teams, 108
Problem solving: creative software used 

for, 74; focusing on blame instead of, 
201–202; graphic solutions developed for, 
74; structured brainstorming session for, 
72–73; suspending limitations for possible, 
73; transparency during, 95–96. See also 
Decision making; Overcoming setbacks

Problems: focusing on blame instead 
of solutions to, 201–202; graphic 
representation of, 74; Reframing Technique 
tool for reframing, 20, 91, 159, 212; regain 
momentum to reframe the, 212; suspending 
limitations for possible solutions to, 73

Process Check Sheet tool: description and 
example of, 362–363; suggestions for when 
to use, 149

Provocative Questions for Encouraging Dialogue 
tool: applications for, 364–365; description 
of, 364; suggestions for when to use, 91
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R

Rainey, D., 252
Reactive teams, 108
Real-Time Implementation Planning tool: 

benefi ts of using this, 368; instructions 
for using, 366–368; used to strengthen 
working relationships, 366; suggestions for 
when to use, 35

Reframing Technique tool: description 
and instructions for using, 369–370; 
suggestions for when to use, 20, 91, 159, 
212

Regaining momentum actions: deploy 
additional resources, 211–212; manage 
your stress level, 213–216; redesign your 
implementation strategy, 212; reframe 
the problem, 212; renegotiate project 
parameters, 213

Relationship Audit tool: description of, 371; 
example of, 373; instructions for using 
the, 371–372; suggestions for when to 
use, 159

Relationship Map tool: description of, 374; 
illustration of hypothetical, 374fi g–375; 
instructions for using, 375–376; 
suggestions for when to use, 159, 230

Renegotiating project parameters, 213
Resilient teams, 53, 116
Resistance to change: clarifying future 

direction and issue of, 51; managing 
change by lowering, 125–129. See also 
Change

Resistance to change strategies: begin change 
discussion on positive note, 127; build 
negotiation base with progressive review of 
issues, 128; build ownership and support, 
125–126; choose the time and place for 
your battles, 127; do your homework, 
126–127; identify a surrogate, 126; identify 
concerns behind the objective, 128; lower 
the risk level for change, 126; trade minor 
concessions for support, 128–129

Restricted communication, 154–155
Risk avoidance, 200–201
Risk taking consequences, 65

Running the Gauntlet Technique tool: 
description and example of, 377–378; as 
next step from Scenario Forecast tool, 377; 
suggestions for when to use, 59

“Runoff effect,” 66

S

Safety/safe environment, 45
Salesforce.com, 358
Scenario Forecast and Executive Competencies 

tool, 381–382
Scenario Forecast tool: description of, 379; 

illustration application of, 381–382; 
instructions for conducting a, 379–381; 
matrix for hypothetical company, 381; 
Running the Gauntlet Technique tool as next 
step from, 377; suggestions for when to 
use, 59, 71

Selection Matrix for Virtual Team Members tool: 
description, instructions, and example of, 
383–384; suggestions for when to use, 183

Seligman, M.E.P., 6, 204
Sensing array capability, 114, 116
Service-level agreements, 166–167
Share Point, 255
“Share the pain,” 185
Short-term perspective, 203
Showcase projects, 76–77
Skype, 233–234, 256, 358
Skype Out, 256
Social networking: Clorox Connects, 195; 

extend your reach through, 194–197; 
improving performance by leveraging, 77; 
Organizational Social Networking tool for, 
77, 182, 197; recruiting system through, 68

“Social Networks, Learning and Flexibility: 
Sourcing Scientifi c Knowledge in New 
Biotechnology Firms” (Organization 
Science), 195

Socialcast, 358
Southern Methodist University (SMU), 89
Sponsors: running interference for teams, 

157–158; Team Sponsor Evaluation Form 
tool for, 120, 169, 413; Team Sponsor 
Identifi cation Form tool, 169, 414–415
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Stakeholder Analysis Chart tool: background to 
the model, 385–386; example of, 387–388; 
instructions for using, 386–387; used with 
Real-Time Implementation Planning, 367; 
suggestions for when to use, 120, 169, 
206, 230

Stakeholder Hats tool: description of 
hypothetical case, 389–391; purpose, 
intended aims and outcomes of, 389; 
suggestions for when to use, 120, 169

Stakeholders: anticipating concerns and 
expectations of your, 120; boundary 
management by identifying your key, 
168–169; clarifying future direction for 
alignment with, 54; critical issues for cross-
cultural teams, 230; leading discussion on 
securing support of, 161–162; managing 
boundary issues with, 153–154; Stakeholder 
Analysis Chart tool used for, 120, 169, 
206, 230; Stakeholder Hats tool used for, 
120–169; supporters, passives, and blockers 
categories of, 168–169

Star Trek (TV series), 207–208
Steen, J., 325
Stress: change management that avoids 

creating unnecessary, 122–123; due to 
communication style, 214; resources for 
managing work-related, 123

Stress management: keep things in perspective 
for, 215; make key decisions during low-
stress periods, 215–216; monitoring 
your stress level for, 214–215; regaining 
momentum through, 213–216

Structured brainstorming session, 72–73
Sturrock, J., 320
Summary of the Belfast/Good Friday Agreement 

leafl et (Community Dialogue), 364–365
Supporter stakeholders, 168–169
Supporting Team Behaviors instrument, 439
Survey Monkey, 256

T

Team action plans: agree on desired outcomes, 
33, 35; clarify accountability for specifi c 
areas, 35; construct and action-planning 

chart, 35; identify required actions for, 33; 
troubleshooting the, 35–36. See also Action 
planning

Team Adaptation Diagram tool: description, 
instructions, and example of, 392–393; 
suggestions for when to use, 125

Team Alignment Pyramid tool: description 
and instructions for using, 394fi g–397; 
suggestions for when to use, 55, 93, 181, 
184, 229

Team assumptions: individuals can affect 
team performance, 7; team members 
require an active voice in the process, 
7–8; true change comes through direct 
application, 8–9; up-front assessment is key 
to success in team building, 8

Team building: assessing needs of, 18–20; 
challenges of, 40, 42–43; characteristics of 
effective, 26fi g, 28–38; clarify the purpose 
of, 14; an evolutionary approach to 
thinking about, 3–6; up-front assessment 
as key to successful, 8

Team Building Assessment Questionnaire tool: 
description and instructions for using, 
398–400; Online Facilitator’s Guide’s 
downloadable version of, 370; suggestions 
for when to use, 8, 43, 55, 56, 229

Team-building introduction: capture 
commitment, 16–17; clarify respective 
roles, 15–16; clarify the purpose of team 
building, 14; confi rm the overall intent of 
the session, 13–14; introduce the guiding 
principles of team building, 15

Team-building planning: for cross-cultural 
session, 226–228; diffused efforts related 
to, 51–52; organizational uncertainty 
impacting, 50–51; resistance to change 
during, 51; reviewing fi ve steps of team-
building process, 12–24

Team building principles: safety is important 
to success, 15, 45; search for common 
ground, 15; team building is a process, 15; 
team members are equal partners, 15

Team-building process: commitment to be 
fully engaged in, 17; fi ve steps of the, 13fi g; 
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matching tools to steps in the, 42t; step 1: 
introduce the team-building concept, 
13–17; step 2: plan the facilitation 
process, 13, 17–18; step 3: assess team-
building needs, 13, 18–24, 42t; step 4: 
implementing the team-building session, 
13, 25–32, 42t; step 5: action planning and 
follow-up, 13, 32–38, 42t

Team-building session demands: addressing 
power inequities, 43–44; being sensitive to 
cultural diversity, 44–45; planning around 
time constraints, 43; preparing for virtual 
participation, 44

Team-building session implementation: 
careful evaluation component of, 30–32; 
description of, 13; matching team-
building tool for, 42t; promoting balanced 
participation, 25–28; promoting innovative 
thinking, 28–30

Team-building sessions: categories of ideas 
brought up during, 31–32; commitment 
to stay through the entire, 16; confi rm 
overall intent of the, 13–14; implementing 
the, 25–32; initiating change management 
topic in, 117–119; initiating for virtual 
teams, 179–181; initiating the building 
commitment topic in, 137–138; initiating 
the clarifying future direction topic 
in, 55–57; initiating the cross-cultural 
teaming topic in, 226–228; initiating the 
managing boundaries topic in, 158–162; 
initiating the overcoming setbacks topic in, 
204–207; initiating the team innovation 
topic in, 70–71; matching team-building 
tools to the demands of, 43–45; New 
Team Assimilation (or “Getting Naked”), 
295–298

Team-building thinking: changing from 
confl ict management to collaboration, 5–6; 
changing from fi xing to building, 4–5; 
developing “next-level thinking,” 53–54; 
innovative thinking by participants, 26fi g, 
28–30, 40; rethinking the idea of “teams,” 
4; setting stage for creative, 72; “think 
outside the box,” 28

Team-building tool guidelines: matching 
team characteristics to facilitation and 
tools, 41t; matching tools to team-building 
requirements, 40, 42–43; matching tools to 
team-building scenarios, 39–40; matching 
tools to the demands of session, 43–45; 
select tools by stages in facilitation process, 
40. See also The Tool Kit

Team Commitment Audit tool: description and 
instructions for using, 401–402; example 
of, 402–403; suggestions for when to use, 
32, 103, 137, 143

Team Decision Matrix tool, 61
Team Decision Style Chart tool: description 

of, 404; example of, 405; instructions for 
using, 404–405

Team dynamics: asking follow-up questions 
on, 37; interrelationship of structure, 
performance, process, and, 21–22fi g; tasks 
related to, 22fi g

“Team facilitator as hero” belief, 26
Team innovation: how to take actions 

supportive of, 72–77; how to tell when 
this is a challenge, 67–69; importance 
of sustaining, 63–66; initiating a 
team-building session on topic of, 
70–71; opportunities for, 69–70. See also 
Innovative thinking

Team innovation actions: conduct best 
practice reviews, 75–77; conduct 
structured brainstorming session, 72–73; 
develop graphic solutions, 74; extend 
your reach through social networking, 
77; import a fresh pair of eyes, 74–75; 
make use of creative software, 74; set the 
stage for creative thinking, 72; suspend 
limitations, 73

Team innovation challenges: case in point: 
the marketing team, 69; censorship as, 65; 
consequences that discourage risk taking 
as, 65; defections in the ranks, 68–69; 
of fostering innovation, 40; ignorance 
of cutting-edge technology and work 
methods, 67–68; insular views as, 64–65; 
isolation as, 66; lack of challenge as, 66; 
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lack of confi dence in abilities, 67; mundane 
solutions and missed opportunities, 68; 
opportunities embedded in, 69–70

Team Leader Feedback Questionnaire 
tool: description and instructions for 
using, 406–408; example of, 408–409; 
suggestions for when to use, 45

Team leaders: clarifying role of, 16; 
collaboration role by, 81–82; Needs 
Checklists for Team Members and Team 
Leaders tool for, 94, 347–349; New Team 
Assimilation (or “Getting Naked”) discussion 
led by, 298

Team Level Positivity (West, Patera, and 
Carsten), 204

Team member roles: clarifying cross-cultural 
team accountabilities and, 230; clarifying 
respective, 15–16; mutual trust and 
collaboration derailed by ambiguous, 85

Team members: addressing power inequities 
among, 43–44; assumption that they 
should have active voice, 7–8; capturing 
team building commitment from, 16–17; 
cultural differences and diversity of, 43, 
44–45, 217–238; “entrenched bunkers,” 
110; exposing them to other points of view, 
121; facilitating stronger engagement by, 
52–53; formation of cliques among, 
83–84; Guide for Balancing Participation 
tool to engage, 27, 311–312; managing 
cultural differences of, 43; Needs Checklists 
for Team Members and Team Leaders 
tool for, 94, 347–349; passivity of, 52; 
preparing for virtual participation by, 
44; promoting balanced participation by, 
25–28; promoting innovative thinking 
by, 28–30; provide coaching for confl ict-
prone, 104–105; resistance to change by, 
51, 125–129; Team Alignment Pyramid tool 
on roles and accountability of, 55; victim 
mentality of, 114–115; virtual team, 43, 
171–198

Team performance: assumption that 
individuals can affect, 7; diffused efforts 
related to, 51–52; interrelationship among 

team structure, dynamics, process, and, 
21–22fi g; overcoming setbacks in, 43, 
199–216; scorecard on, 139–141; social 
networking used to leverage, 77; tasks 
related to, 22fi g

Team Scoping Document tool: description 
and benefi ts of, 410–411; instructions for 
using, 411–412; suggestions for when to 
use, 43, 60, 185, 230

Team scorecard: building commitment 
through, 139–141; implementation of, 
141; performance measures and customer 
input on, 140

Team setbacks: challenge of, 43, 199–200; 
how to tell when this is a challenge, 
200–203; initiating team-building session 
on topic of, 204–207; opportunities 
embedded in challenge of, 203–204; 
plan to anticipate and meet future, 207; 
supportive actions for overcoming, 
207–216

Team Sponsor Evaluation Form tool: 
description and example of, 413; 
suggestions for when to use, 120, 169

Team Sponsor Identifi cation Form tool: 
description, instructions, and example of, 
414–415; suggestions for when to use, 169

Team structure/process: interrelationship of 
structure, dynamics, process, and, 
21–22fi g; tasks related to, 22fi g; 
Traffi c Light Technique used to identify 
processes, 23

Team Support Chart tool: description, 
instructions, and example of, 416; 
suggestions for when to use, 94, 143

The Team Troubleshooter: How to Find and Fix 
Team Problems (Barner), 3

Team Vision Summary tool: constructing 
a team vision summary, 417–423; 
description of, 417; suggestions for when 
to use, 60, 71, 230

Teams: clarifying future direction of, 40, 
49–61; an evolutionary approach to 
building better, 3–6; global team structures 
of, 222–223; increasing resilience of, 53; 
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managing change approach dependent 
on type of, 108–109; managing cross-
cultural, 43, 44–45, 217–238; managing 
organizational boundaries of, 42, 
151–169; matching team-building tools 
to characteristics of, 41t; midcourse 
corrections by, 54; overcoming setbacks, 
43, 199–216; promoting social activities 
between different, 165–166; rethinking 
the idea of, 4; underlying assumptions 
regarding, 6–9. See also Virtual teams

Telecommuting Check Sheet tool: description 
and instructions for using, 424–425; 
suggestions for when to use, 186

“Think outside the box,” 28
Thinking. See Team-building thinking
ThoughtOffi ce tool: description and 

applications of, 426; suggestions for when 
to use, 74

Threats Analysis tool: description and 
application of, 427; example of, 428; 
suggestions for when to use, 97, 122, 
123, 145

360-degree surveys, 105
Time: cultural differences in attitudes toward, 

220–221; orientation of, 221
The Tool Kit: Action Planning Chart, 35, 

244–245, 367; After Action Reviews, 118, 
149, 207, 210, 246–249; Alternative 
Communication Options, 186, 250–251; 
Asynchronous Work Spaces, 93, 192, 
252–256; Baby & Bathwater Technique, 
103, 257–258; Change Analysis Chart, 125, 
259–260; Change Events Technique, 71, 
117, 123, 261–262; Change Management 
Grid, 117, 123, 263–264; Closing the Gap 
Chart, 209, 211, 265; Creative Whack Pack, 
74, 211, 266–267; Customer Assessment 
Matrix, 117, 160, 268–270; Customer 
Relationship Audit, 271–273; Customer 
Requirements Rating Table, 160, 274–277; 
Customer Satisfaction/Importance Matrix, 
61, 160, 185, 230, 278–280; Decision 
Matrix, 31, 43, 44, 206, 238, 281–282, 
367; description and function of, 7; Early 

Warning Chart, 120, 125, 283–285; 
Follow-Up Team Building Questionnaire, 
286–288; Forecast Grid, 125, 289–290; 
Forecast Guide, 291–292; Gallery Technique, 
30, 44, 73, 97, 142, 227, 287–288, 
293–294, 311; Goals-Values Matrix, 61, 
93, 299–304; Group Brainwriting and 
Electronic Brainstorming, 44, 73, 227, 
305–307, 311; Group Interaction Matrix, 
160, 230, 308–310; Guide for Balancing 
Participation, 27, 311–312; Guidelines 
and Questions for Engaging Dialogue, 91, 
117, 313–319; Human Due Diligence 
Audit, 185, 320–324; Idea Rotation, 73, 
97, 325–328; Kill the Critic Exercise, 73, 
329–330; Listening Post Chart, 120, 162, 
331–332; Microanalysis Technique, 74, 
103, 333–334; Mind Maps, 74, 117, 206, 
207, 229, 335–337; Mix and Max, 44, 97, 
99, 206, 338–345; Multivoting Technique, 
30, 56, 118, 162, 227, 238, 335–336, 
346; Needs Checklists for Team Members 
and Team Leaders, 94, 347–349; New 
Team Assimilation (or “Getting Naked”), 
295–298; Nominal Group Technique, 44, 
142, 227, 311, 350; One-to-Ten Technique, 
32, 43, 103, 142, 351; Opportunities 
Assessment, 71, 122, 123, 352–353; 
Opportunities/Threats Matrix, 206, 
354–356; Organizational Social 
Networking, 77, 182, 197, 357–358; Plus/
Delta Technique, 31, 103, 238, 359–360; 
Preventive and Corrective Action Plans, 122, 
361; Process Check Sheet, 149, 362–363; 
Provocative Questions for Encouraging 
Dialogue, 91, 364–365; Real-Time 
Implementation Planning, 35, 366–368; 
Reframing Technique, 20, 91, 159, 212, 
369–370; Relationship Audit, 159, 
371–373; Relationship Map, 159, 230, 
374–376; Running the Gauntlet Technique, 
59, 377–378; Scenario Forecast, 59, 71, 
377, 379–382; Scenario Forecast and 
Executive Competencies, 381–382; Selection 
Matrix for Virtual Team Members, 183, 
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383–384; Stakeholder Analysis Chart, 120, 
169, 206, 367, 385–388; Stakeholder Hats, 
120, 169, 389–391; Team Adaptation 
Diagram, 125, 392–393; Team Alignment 
Pyramid, 55, 93, 181, 184, 229, 394–397; 
Team Building Assessment Questionnaire, 
8, 43, 55, 56, 229, 370, 398–400; Team 
Commitment Audit, 32, 103, 137, 143, 
401–403; Team Decision Matrix, 61; Team 
Decision Style Chart, 404–405; Team Leader 
Feedback Questionnaire, 45, 406–409; Team 
Scoping Document, 43, 60, 185, 230, 
410–412; Team Sponsor Evaluation Form, 
120, 169, 413; Team Sponsor Identifi cation 
Form, 169, 414; Team Support Chart, 
94, 143, 416; Team Vision Summary, 60, 
71, 230, 417–423; Telecommuting Check 
Sheet, 186, 424–425; ThoughtOffi ce, 74, 
426; Threats Analysis, 97, 122, 123, 145, 
427–428; Traffi c Light Technique, 23, 32, 
163, 227, 429–433; Turnaround Feedback, 
45, 98, 434–441; Visual Explorer (VE), 
45, 74, 99, 179–180, 442fi g–447. See also 
Facilitation process; Team-building tool 
guidelines

Traffi c Light Technique tool: applying the 
technique, 429–432; benefi ts of using, 433; 
description of, 429; suggestions for when 
to use, 23, 32, 163, 227

Transparency: building trust by increasing, 
95–96; of virtual team activities, 177

Troubleshooting: managing change through, 
121–122; tools that may be used for, 122

Trust. See Mutual trust
Turf battles, 155–156
Turf wars, 83
Turnaround Feedback tool: appreciating the 

risks of feedback when using, 437–438; 
Blocking Team Behaviors instrument used 
with, 440; communicating honestly when 
using, 436–437; description of, 434–435; 
how to give team feedback, 438–441; 
instructions for using, 435; suggestions 
for when to use, 45, 98; Supporting Team 
Behaviors instrument used with, 439

U

Uncertainty: organizational avoidance of, 
221–222; problem of organizational, 
50–51

Uncertainty avoidance, 221–222
Understanding Cultural Differences (Hall and 

Hall), 219
“Unraveling the Jargon” document type, 365
Up-front assessment. See Assessing team-

building needs
U.S. Air Force offi cers exchange, 168
“Us versus them,” 224–225

V

Values: Goals-Values Matrix tool identifi cation 
of, 61, 93, 299–304; mapping cultural, 
231–232

Victim mentality, 114–115
Virtual team meetings: innovative 

collaboration techniques used for, 
88–89; preparing for participation in, 44; 
suggestions for conducting face-to-face, 
194. See also Working virtually

Virtual teams: core and supplemental 
memberships of, 184; diverse makeup of, 
177–178; establish criteria for membership 
in, 183–184; initiating team building for 
an established, 180–181; initiating team 
building for newly formed, 179–180; 
second class citizenship of, 176–177; 
Selection Matrix for Virtual Team Members 
tool for, 183, 383–384; special challenges 
of newly formed, 173. See also Cross-
cultural teaming; Teams

Vision statement, 59, 60
Vision summary, 59–60
Visual Explorer (VE) tool: additional reading 

on, 447; Afghan National Army Leadership 
Development case study on, 445–446fi g; 
conducting a VE session, 445; description 
of, 442–443; Dialogue with Visual Explorer 
cartoon, 442fi g; examples of applications, 
443–444; sample of, 444fi g; suggestions for 
when to use, 45, 74, 99, 179–180

von Oech, R., 266, 267
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W
WebEx, 256
West, B. J., 204
“What’s Your Social Network Strategy?” 

(Harvard Business Review), 195
“White space” management, 152
Women in Search of Peace, 317
Work processes: boundary management by 

improving underlying, 163; boundary 
tension due to ineffective, 156; of cross-
cultural teams, 230–234

Working virtually: challenges to facilitate, 
43, 171–172; how to tell when this is 
a challenge, 172–178; initiating team-
building session on topic of, 179–181; 
opportunities embedded in challenge of, 
178–179; supportive actions for, 181–198. 
See also Virtual team meetings

Working virtually actions: address potential 
communication issues, 186; build a team 
identity, 181–183; clarify expectations with 
members’ managers, 185–186; clarify team 
goals, outcomes, and success measures, 
184–185; develop electronic facilitations 
skills, 193–194; electronic tools to 
maximize team effi ciency, 191–192; 

establish criteria for team membership, 
183–184; establish ground rules on 
member accountability, 189–191; establish 
guidelines for managing communication, 
186–188; extend your reach through social 
networking, 194–197; make optimal use of 
communication avenues, 188–189; make 
use of bonding experiences, 197–198; 
“share the pain,” 185

Working virtually challenges: diverse makeup 
of teams as, 177–178; lack of core identity 
as, 174; newly formed virtual teams as, 
173; second class citizenship as, 176–177; 
transparency of team activities as, 177; 
unique communication challenges as, 
174–176

Working with the room, commitment 
to, 17

World Café, 88, 89, 235, 345

Y

Yamazaki Yoshitaka, 236
Yammer, 358

Z

Zoomerang, 256
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